Hamiyyet (30 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Master / Diplom
Studies: Wirtschaftsingenieur

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)
Turkish - Mother tongue

Height: 1.60 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: 34/36
Experience
several hostess assignments as trade fair hostess about mks, besides his studies
sometimes waitered, ice cream parlour, cafe, bar similar. Work reliably and
customer-friendly. Apart from that, I have a completed vocational training as an
office communications clerk, three years of professional experience in HR at
Stadtwerke Düsseldorf AG, one year internship at Daimler in technical purchasing
in Istanbul, international project for 6 weeks in Sri Lanka, completed bachelor's
degree in industrial engineering and master's degree in automotive engineering &
management, also experience as a working student at PwC, the management
consultancy. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator
Recent Jobs & Reviews
Kundenkontakter Köln Marsdorf 07.10. - 12.10.2019
(5 Days in Köln for Rent it)
Spirituosenverkostung bei Galeria Kaufhof
(2 Days in Essen for Perola GmbH)
Hostess für die Info in Düsseldorf auf der Caravan Messe
(3 Days in Düsseldorf for Born Communications , Bianca Born e.Kfr.)
Getränkepromotion im Edeka Jansen, Baesweiler
(1 day in Baesweiler for acáo GmbH)
KW 28 Oberhausen Store Promotion
(1 day in Oberhausen for engelbert strauss GmbH & Co. KG)
Flyer Promotion
(2 Days in Düsseldorf for CHANGE of Scandinavia Germany GmbH)
Glücksfeen für Losaktion gesucht 1. Julihälfte
(1 day in Bocholt for Charmeleon)
Glücksfeen für Losaktion gesucht 1. Julihälfte
(1 day in Bocholt for Charmeleon)
Flyer Promotion, Rhein Center
(1 day in Köln for CHANGE of Scandinavia Germany GmbH)
Bergamotte Pop Up Tour
(3 Days in Köln for Bergamotte)
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